Laboratory medicine / Clinical Chemistry / Haemostaseology

- Influence of the FV Leiden mutation on coagulation parameters and antibodies – a systematic analysis of 9,000 laboratory tests
- Influence of the von Willebrand disease and haemophilia on pregnancy complications
- Effects of polymorphisms of the von Willebrand factor on concentration and activity of the von Willebrand factor
- Homocgyous and heterocgyous polymorphisms of the PAI-1 and their influence on the PAI-1 concentration in the serum
- Influence of different polymorphisms of the FVII on the FVII concentration
- Complications and long-term courses in different therapeutic strategies in patients suffering from haemophilia
- Clinical relevance and coincidence of JAK2V617-, CALR- and MPLW515L/K mutations in essential thrombocythaemia and primary myelofibrosis
- Diagnostics and therapy of patients with haemophilia A – a retrospective acquisition over a period of 20 years
- Influence of polymorphisms and haematological anomalies on habitual abortions – a prospective study
- Prognostic value of anomalies of the protein C and S as well as coagulation factors on the abortion risk – a multicentre study
- PFA-time in patients suffering from ASS – Evidence of non-responders in recurring apoplectic insults
- Validation of a new measuring method to measure heparine concentration after extracorporeal circulation with laser nephelometry
- Fractal and euclidean descriptors of platelet shape
- Automatic detection of changes in platelets shapes
- Reliability of low molecular heparins regarding the prevention of deep vein thrombosis – a multicentre case series of 2000 patients
- Selenium concentration in the serum after substitution in patients with inflammable or cancerous diseases
- Influencing factors on the water quality and its meaning for general health
- Therapeutical effects and side effects of Bentonit – a clinical evaluation
- Therapeutical effects and side effects of Zeolite – a clinical evaluation
- Course of 13-Hode after therapy with intravenous oxygenation
- Laboratory analysis of different forms of vitamin B6 – validation of a new measuring method
- Effect of an adjuvant sepsis therapy on inflammatory laboratory parameters and the mortality compared to a standard therapy
- Predictive value of copeptin in heart attack diagnostics